Resource Cap Coalition workshop
“Halting Biodiversity Loss Through addressing Resource Use”
Rupià June 24-26 2011

PROGRAM

Friday June 24th

18.00 Meeting in Plaça de la Universitat - Bar Estudiantil
( corner with Gran Vía in front of the University )

19.30 Arrival in Rupià
• Accomodation
• Joint dinner with local food cuisine

Saturday June 25th

Morning session from 09.00 until 14.00

9:00-9:15 Presentation of RCC

9:15-9:30 Clarification of workshop objectives and explanation of agenda and logistics

9:30-10:30 Overview of reference concepts

10:30-11:30 Presentation of proposals to cap resources

11:30-12:00 Coffee-break

12:00-14:00 Presentation of proposals to cap resources (cont.)

14:00- 15:30 Lunch
Saturday June 25th

Afternoon session from 15.30 until 19.00

15:30-16:00 First round of questions/concerns/suggestions
16:00-17:00 Enrichment of proposals - Group work

17:00-17:30 Coffee-break

17:30-18:30 Communication of enriched proposals
18:30-19:00 Identification of exclusive/complementary proposals

19:00-21:00 Spare time in nature ...

21:00 Dinner - Picnic on the beach

Sunday June 26th

Morning session from 09.30 until 14.30

09:30-11:00 Proposals reformulation/merging (groups)
11:00-11:30 Presentation of reformulated/merged proposals (plenary)

11:30-12:00 Coffee-break
Sunday June 26th

12:00-12:45  Identification of potential for transformation of each proposal
12:45-13:30  Identification of feasibility of each proposal
13:30-14:30  Final picture of proposals

14:45  Paella & sharing knowledge with Rupià people
16:00  Moving back to Barcelona

Thank you so much for being with us!

Meeting point for the lift to Rupiá (those arriving Friday to BCN)